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Abstract

A Cyber-Physical System-of-Systems (CPSoS) can be defined as a System-of-Systems

(SoS), composed of a number of operable and autonomous Constituent Systems (CSs) that

are themselves Cyber-Physical Systems (CPSs). A main challenge in integrating CPSoS to

function as a single integrated system is the autonomy of its components, which may result

in conflicts due to the lack of coordination among its CPSs. In this paper, we advocate that

in order to facilitate the integration of CPSs within the overall context of their CPSoS,

we may need to adjust their level of autonomy in a way that enables them to coordinate

their activities to avoid any conflict among one another. Reducing such conflicts surely

contributes to the dependability of the CPSoS. In particular, we propose a novel model-

based approach for modeling and analyzing the autonomy levels of CPSs based on their

awareness concerning their operational environment as well as their capability to react in a

timely and safe manner while performing their activity. The model is further described in a

UML profile and applied to represent activities for autonomous driving scenarios. Using a

driving simulator, we implement such models on a target vehicle and we show the resulting

safety improvement, especially in terms of reduced collisions.
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1 INTRODUCTION

A Systems of Systems (SoS) can be defined as an integration of a finite number of Constituent Systems (CSs) that are independent and operable,
and which have been networked together to achieve a specific higher goal 1,2. Therefore, ensuring that an SoS can function as a single integrated
system to support a common mission is a main goal for the SoS community 1,3. However, the integration of CSs is not a trivial task due to the
special characteristics that distinguish SoSs from other types of systems, and especially the autonomy of its components is a major cause of
concerns 2,3. This problem becomes even harder to be tackled when CSs are Cyber-Physical Systems (CPSs), where a CPS is a system consisting
of cyber components (e.g., computer systems), controlled components (e.g., physical objects) and possibly of social components (e.g., interacting
humans) 3, and the integration of CPSs into an SoS is called Cyber-Physical System-of-Systems (CPSoS).

In particular, the autonomy of CPSs may result in a lack of coordination among one another while pursing their own goals and/or the overall
goals of CPSoS. This may lead to unsafe situations, and potentially to disasters in the case of critical CPSoS 4. For instance, a self-driving car that
was in autonomous driving mode has hit and killed a woman that was walking outside of the crosswalk recently 5. Therefore, coordination among

0Abbreviations: SoS (Systemof Systems), CPS (Cyber-Physical System), CPSoS (Cyber-Physical Systemof Systems), RMU (RoadMarkingUnit), AI (Artificial
Intelligence).
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CPSs is a must to avoid such situations. To this end, CPSs that operate in the same environment need to be aware of one another in order to
coordinate their activities. More specifically, awareness is essential for any coordination since it is about understanding the activities, locations,
and situations of other CPSs, which provides the required knowledge for each CPS to safely perform its activities 6,7. In this context, awareness
is surely a key aspect that should be considered while analyzing the autonomy levels of CPSs. Considering the previous example, if the woman
and/or the self-driving car had been aware of one another such disaster could have been avoided.

However, a CPSmay not have the self-capability for acquiring the required knowledge about its operation environment; therefore, it may depend
on other CPSs for such knowledge. Thus, we differentiate between two cases: when the CPS has the self-capability to be aware of its operational
environment (e.g., aware by self), and when it needs to depend on other CPS for such awareness (e.g., aware by dependency). Consider for example
a system that supports drivers to avoid overtake-related accidents on undivided rural roads, where Road Marking Units (RMUs) cooperate to assist
the driver. The driver has the self-capability to be aware of its operational environment (road situation) if no obstacles limiting his visual capabilities
(e.g., heavy fog, a sharp curve). In the case of heavy fog or a sharp curve, a driver may need to depend on RMUs for such knowledge since he does
not have the self-capability for acquiring it. As the CPS may be dependent for such knowledge, we cannot say that the CPS is fully autonomous
for performing its activity, thus, its autonomy should be adjusted (e.g., limited, restricted).

On the other hand, having the required awareness about the operational environment may not be enough to guarantee that a CPS can safely
perform its activities. Considering the previous example, in cases of an imminent crash due to an overtake, the driver may not have the capability
to take the right decision in a timely manner. Therefore, the controllability of the CPS (driver) over the performance of the activity should be also
considered while analyzing its autonomy level. Controllability has been considered in several safety standards (e.g., Road vehicles - Functional safety
(ISO 26262) 8), and it is used to measures the ability to avoid a specified harm/damage through a timely reaction.

To this end, we advocate that in order to facilitate the integration of CPSs within the overall context of their CPSoS, we may need to adjust the
autonomy level of some CPSs in a way that enables them to safely perform their own activities without endangering any other CPS that is operating
in the same environment. This requires addressing the following three challenges: 1- Define the type of awareness that a CPS has (e.g., aware by
self or by dependency) concerning its operational environment; 2- Define the level of controllability that a CPS has concerning the activity it aims
to perform; and 3- Define the level of autonomy that each CPS should have while performing an activity, based on its type of awareness as well
as its level of controllability.

To tackle these challenges, we have previously proposed a model-based approach for modeling and analyzing the autonomy levels of CPSs 4.
The approach offers a conceptual model and a UML profile for modeling the autonomy levels of CPSs, and it also proposes constraints expressed
in Object Constraint Language (OCL) 9 for the verification of such models. In this paper, we initially build on 4 but we bring significant updates and
additional contributions. The most notable novel contributions are that i) we refine the conceptual model with an augmented categorization of
autonomy concepts, ii) we consequently adjust the UML profile and we re-design its application to a use case on autonomous driving, and ii) we
implement such use case in a simulator, namely the Carla simulator 44. The code we introduce in the simulator realizes the relations and concepts
as defined in the application of the UML profile. In fact, exploiting the simulator, we are able to represent a car whose control system implements
the relations and criteria of the UML profile to decide and adjust its autonomy level, depending on its awareness of the environment as well as
its level of controllability of its activities. We demonstrate that a timely reduction of the autonomy, in determined situations, improves the overall
safety, i.e., the number of collisions with other vehicles is decreased when the autonomy of vehicles is adjusted based on the proposed criteria.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 describes a motivating example we use to illustrate our work. We propose a conceptual
model for modeling and analyzing the autonomy level of CPSs in Section 3, and we present and discuss our model-based approach in Section 4.
Section 5 exercises the envisioned approach through simulations. Related work is presented in Section 6, and we conclude the paper and discuss
future work in Section 7.

2 GUIDING EXAMPLE: COOPERATIVE DRIVING ASSISTANCE SYSTEM

To contextualize our reasoning and guide the rest of the paper, we introduce a running example concerning an autonomous driving system. We
consider as CPSoS a town where cars (or vehicles, in general) and pedestrians are acting, each for their own goal. We define the goal for a car as
reaching a destination point B within the city.

A car, consisting of the mechanics of the car, the control system within the car and the driver, can be described as a CPS operated by a human,
and it is active within the town. The car interacts with other CPSs and humans to reach its specified goal: the overall CPSoS consists of a plurality of
cars and pedestrians cruising in an area. In other words, each individual car is an autonomous CPS that tries to achieve its given objective without
guidance from other systems 46.

Vehicles in a town and their interaction have been often used as a representative example of CPSoS. Consider for example, the coordination
of cars on a busy highway to realize a smooth flow of traffic and their exchange of information to achieve such a common goal. In addition to the
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direct communication by explicit signals among the drivers of the cars (e.g., the blinker or horn), information flow between cars is based on the
observation of the movement of the vehicles on the road (caused by the actions of other drivers) 47.

We define a scenario of a car moving from the starting pointA to the destination pointB in the city. We assume the possible support for driving
assistance from the infrastructure. In particular, we base our driving example on the works 13,14, and consequently the main components of our
CPSoS are identified as:

• Cars (with drivers). Each car is moving from a starting point to a destination point.

• Road Marking Units (RMUs) that are integrated into the road infrastructure, and they collect and disseminate information that assists drivers
to avoid accidents to the best possible extent. In our example, we assume that RMUs,when available, are distributing positions and directions
of the cars on selected lanes.

• Pedestrians, which contributes to the entourage of the CPSoS. Pedestrians are not CPSs and do not operate them, but still they are an
integral part of the resulting CPSoS.

We assume the existence of undivided roads, and of bad weather conditions that may lead to e.g., reduced visibility. This creates a challenging
scenario for safe driving, as several studies linked bad weather and ambient lighting conditions that influence the drivers’ visibility to the occurrence
of accidents 10,11,12, especially if matched with the presence of undivided roads 12.

The CPSs can communicate in this CPSoS exploiting two different types of communication channels:

• Direct channels, where information can be exchanged (sent and received) relying on dedicated channels e.g., wired orwireless communication
means. Two direct channels are identified: i) RMUs-to-RMUs, or Infrastructure-to-Infrastructure (I2I): allows RMUs to communicate with
one another, and ii) RMUs-to-Vehicle, or Infrastructure-to-Vehicle (I2V): allows RMUs to communicate with vehicles.

• Indirect channels, where information can be acquired by sensing/observing the real world (domain) 15. Two indirect channels are identified:
i) Vehicle-to-Vehicle (V2V): allows vehicles/drivers to collect (acquire) information about other vehicles e.g., location, direction. (this is done
for example through sensors as cameras, radar, as well as directly by the driver); and ii) Vehicle-to-RMUs (V2I): allows RMUs to collect
information about close-by vehicles.

Figure 1 shows the system in terms of its main components allowing also to discuss their direct and indirect communication channels. A driver in
such setting is subject to different scenarios. He might be driving alone, with limited risks of collisions with other participants of the CPSoS (Figure

FIGURE 1 Scenarios for assisted driving: a) empty road: direct and indirect interactions with other systems and risks of collisions are low or absent;
b) and c) with traffic, direct or indirect interactions with other system are present and there are credible risks of collisions; d) a frontal collision
(direct interaction between the two systems involved).
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1a). Alternatively, He might be in presence of other participants; this requires a higher level of attention and potentially attention warnings. The risk
of collision is credible, depending on the intentions of the driver, e.g., he should not risk lane change in Figure 1b, he should reduce speed in Figure
1c). Also in some cases, collisions are unavoidable (Figure 1d). In these last three scenarios, information from RMUs may be used to support the
driver and providing driving assistance, i.e., ultimately resulting in a control of the driver (and the vehicle) actions and a reduction of its autonomy.

Assisted driving in a town is a good example, where the autonomy of CPSs might need to be adjusted based on their capability of performing a
safe operation, i.e., based on their type of awareness as well as their level of controllability.

3 A CONCEPTUAL MODEL FOR MODELING AND ANALYZING THE AUTONOMY LEVELS FOR
CYBER-PHYSICAL SYSTEMS-OF-SYSTEMS

A conceptual model should include a set of fundamental constructs that represent the main concepts of the domain along with the relationships
among them. Therefore, themain purpose of our conceptualmodel is to capture (model and analyze) the autonomy levels for CPSoS. Inwhat follows,
first we present the general concepts of the model, followed by the concepts, relations and attributes specialized for analyzing the autonomy levels.

The meta-model of the proposed conceptual model is depicted in Figure 2. In such Figure, we can identify a CPSoS that integrates CPSs. For
example, the traffic system in a city can be seen as a CPSoS that integrates several CPSs such as RMUs, vehicles, pedestrians. Moreover, a CPS can
perform activities while pursing its own objectives or the objectives of the overall CPSoS. An activity is performed in an operational environment,
which we call Sphere of Action (SoA) that is a part of the domain, where activities can be performed 15. A SoA can be described by information. For
example, a driver may perform a turn (activity) at a crossing (SoA).

In what follows, we present concepts, relations and attributes for analyzing the autonomy levels of CPSs. Several researchers have argued
that autonomy is not an all-or-nothing affair 16,17,18. For instance, the notion of adjustable autonomy have been discussed in 18, and adaptable
autonomy has been presented in 16. Moreover, several works suggest analyzing autonomy level based on several aspects of the system such as
the level of its intelligence 19, its motivations and behavior 20, or as in 18 based on four dimensions, namely: responsibility, commitment, authority
and independence. Although no general agreement has been reached on which of these aspects should be considered while analyzing autonomy,
there is general agreement that autonomy is surely influenced by the awareness of the system concerning its environment 21,22,17.

In this context, we define the relation awareness of between a CPS and the SoA, where it exists and operates, and it is characterized by a
type attribute. Following 21, the type attribute can be: 1- aware by self, a CPS has the self-capability to be aware of its SoA, e.g., a CPS is socially
independent, or 2- aware by dependency, a CPS needs to depend on other CPS to be aware of its SoA, e.g., a CPS is socially dependent. Note that
a CPS must be aware of its SoA to operate in it, that is why we only consider the type of its awareness not whether it is aware or not of its SoA.

To analyze aware by self, we define the acquire relation between a CPS and information that describes a SoA. In other words, a CPS is aware by
self of its SoA, if it is capable of acquiring information that describes the SoA by itself. For instance, a driver is said to be aware by self of the road
situation, if he has the self-capability for acquiring information describing the road situation.

To analyze aware by dependency, we define information provision concept that captures the provide/receive relations between twoCPSs concerning
a specific information. In this case, a CPS is aware by dependency of its SoA since information that describes the SoA has been provided to it by another
CPS. For example, a driver is aware by dependency of the road situation, when he depends on a RMU to provide him with such information.

On the other hand, to capture controllability of a CPS over the performance of its activity, we rely on the controllability relation between a CPS
and the activity it aims to perform. Such relation is characterized by one attribute, namely controllability level, that can be:

(1) Controllable, when the CPS can detect and avoid any obstacle that might prevent it from safely performing its activity in a timely manner;

(2) Might be controllable, when the CPSmight not be able to detect and avoid all obstacles that might prevent it from safely performing its activity
in a timely manner;

(3) Uncontrollable, when the CPS cannot detect and/or avoid all obstacles that might prevent it from safely performing its activity in a timely
manner.

For example, making a turn at a crossing during daylight where no obstacles are limiting the driver visibility is controllable by the driver. Instead,
making a turn at a crossing with/without the support of RMUs when the driver visibility is limited might be controllable since the driver might not
be able to detect and avoid all obstacles that might prevent him from safely performing this activity on time. However, cases such as an imminent
crash due to making turn at a crossing is usually uncontrollable by a driver, since he does not have the capability to avoid the crash on time.

For capturing the autonomy level of a CPS, we extend the perform relation between the CPS and Activity concepts with the autonomy level
attribute that can be: i) Full autonomy, ii) Partial autonomy, iii) Limited autonomy and iv) No autonomy. The autonomy level of a CPS can be analyzed
based on: i) its type of awareness (e.g., aware by self or dependency) concerning its SoA; and ii) its controllability level concerning the activity it aims
to perform e.g., controllable, might be controllable or uncontrollable. In details, autonomy levels are defined as follows:
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FIGURE 2 The meta-model of the proposed conceptual model

(1) Full autonomy: the CPS can have full autonomy for performing a specific activity in a specific SoA, if it is aware by self of the SoA, and the activity
is controllable with respect to its capability. For example, a driver can have full autonomy for performing an overtake, if he is aware by self of
the road situation (e.g., clear visual conditions), and he is also capable of detecting and avoiding any obstacle that might prevent it for safely
performing the overtake in a timely manner.

(2) Partial autonomy: the CPS should have partial autonomy for performing a specific activity in a specific SoA, if it is aware by dependency of its SoA,
and the activity is controllable with respect to its capabilities. For example, when the driver is aware by dependency, the safe performance
of turning at a crossing depends on information provided by other CPS, e.g., RMUs. Therefore, the driver cannot have full autonomy for
performing the turning. Partial autonomy imply that other CPSs need tomonitor and assist the CPS to safely perform its activity. In particular,
although the overtake is controllable with respect to the driver capabilities, it cannot be performed safely unless RMUs monitor the driver
along with other vehicles using the same SoA (e.g., sense their positions, directions, speed, etc.), and then assist the driver with information
that is considered essential for safely performing the overtake.

(3) Limited autonomy: the CPS should have limited autonomy for performing a specific activity in a specific SoA, if it is aware by self or aware
by dependency of its SoA, and the activity might be controllable with respect to its capabilities. For example, a driver should have a limited
autonomy for turning at a crossing, if he is aware by self/dependency of the road situation, but he might not be able to detect and avoid all
obstacles that might prevent him from safely turning at a crossing. In particular, Limited autonomy is considered to cover situations when
drivers might have poor judgment concerning the road situation that is why they might not be able to detect and avoid all obstacles on time.

(4) No autonomy: the CPS should have No autonomy for performing a specific activity in a specific SoA, if the CPS activity is uncontrollable with
respect to its capabilities. For example, a driver should have No autonomy for turning at a crossing, when the turning is uncontrollable by him
regardless if he is aware by self/ dependency, i.e., the driver might be prevented from turning. In such a situation, the driver is not believed to
be able to safely turning. That is why, he should have no autonomy for such activity, i.e., its autonomy should be adjusted toNo autonomy.No
autonomy implies that other CPSsmay interrupt and control1 the activity to be performed. For instance, several Advanced Driver Assistance
Systems (ADAS) have been developed to increase the driver’s safety by interrupting and controlling the activity to be performed 24,25.

Figure 3 summarizes the identification of the autonomy level based on controllability and awareness. Figure 4 describes the state transitions
envisioned for the autonomy model, as they emerge from the discussion above.

1Control can be defined as the capability to direct or influence the behavior of others 23, and it is constructed based on different kinds of power (e.g.,
legitimate, reward, expert, etc.), which is out of the scope of this paper
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FIGURE 3 Determining autonomy level based on awareness type and
controllability level FIGURE 4 State machine describing the autonomy levels according to

the conceptual model proposed. Once no-autonomy is reached, an event
from the system is required to re-establish acceptable driving autonomy.
In our running example, this may be a maneuver or an acknowledgment
from the driver.

4 A MODEL-BASED APPROACH FOR MODELING AND ANALYZING THE AUTONOMY LEVELS FOR
CYBER-PHYSICAL SYSTEMS-OF-SYSTEMS

In what follows, we describe the modeling environment in our approach. First, we present the methodological process. Second, we describe the
UML profile that allows for modeling the autonomy levels. Then, we briefly discuss the reasoning support that can be used to verify such models.

4.1 Methodology

The process underlying our approach is shown in Figure 5. It aims to assist software engineers while modeling the autonomy levels for CPSs in the
overall context of CPSoS, and is composed of two main phases:
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FIGURE 5 A process for modeling and analyzing the autonomy levels for CPSoS

(1)Modeling phase aims to model the autonomy levels for CPSs in the overall context of CPSoS, and it is composed of the following five steps:

1 CPS & activity modeling, in which we define and model the CPSoS in terms of its main CPSs along with the activities they aims to perform.

2 SoA modeling, in which we define and model the various SoAs, where each of the activities are performed, and we use performedIn relation to
describe the relation between them.

3 Awareness modeling, in which we define and model the awareness type of CPSs concerning the SoAs, where they aim to perform their activities.
This can be done by first modeling the relations between SoAs and information describing them (e.g., describe). Then, the relations between
CPSs and information describing such SoAs (e.g., acquire). Finally, if a CPS is not able to acquire information that describes a SoA in which it
performs an activity, we model the information provision between it and the CPS that is able to acquire such information.

4 Controllability modeling, in which we define and model the controllability level for each CPS concerning each activity they aim to perform.
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5 Autonomy modeling, in which we define and model the autonomy level for each CPS concerning each activity it aims to perform based on its
type of awareness and its controllability level.

(2) Analysis phase aims to verify the correctness and consistency of the model depending on a set of properties of the design.

4.2 Modeling Phase

We followed the guidelines proposed in 26 to formulate our UML profile in terms of its stereotypes and tagged values based on the previously
defined conceptual model. In what follows, we present our UML profile2 that is shown in Figure 6. Then, we describe how it can be applied to
model the cooperative driver overtaking assistance system.

<<profile >>

CPSoS-Autonomy

<< Stereotype>>

acquire

<< Metaclass >>

Class

FullAutonomy

PartialAutonomy

LimitedAutonomy

NoAutonomy

<<Enumeration >>

AutonomyLevel

Controllable

Might be controllable

Uncontrollable

<<Enumeration >>

ControllabilityLevel

AwareBySelf

AwareByDependency

<<Enumeration>>

AwarenessType

+ description : String [1]

+ performedBy: CS [1]

+ CPSAutonomyLevel: AutonomyLevel[1]

+ CPSAwarenessType: AwarenessType[1]

+ CPSControllabilityLevel : ControllabilityLevel [1]

<< Stereotype>>

Activity

+ info: Information [1]

<< Stereotype>>

performedIn

<< Metaclass >>

Dependency

<< Stereotype>>

infoProvision

+ description : String [1]

<< Stereotype >>

Information

+ description : String [1]

<< Stereotype>>

SoA

<< Stereotype>>

describe 

<< Stereotype >>

CPS

<< Stereotype>>

CPSoS

FIGURE 6 UML Profile for modeling the autonomy levels for CPSoS

Several stereotypes have been specialized from the «Class» Metaclass to capture the main modeling concepts. For example, The «CPSoS»

stereotype has been developed based on theCPSoS concept, and it is an abstract stereotype, i.e., it cannot be used to instantiate instances.While the
«CPS» and «SoA» stereotypes have been developed based on the CPS and SoA concepts respectively, and each of them has a description property
to describe its main characteristics. Moreover, the «Information» stereotype has been developed based on the Information concept.

The «Activity» stereotype has been developed based on the Activity concept, and it has several properties: 1- description that is used to
describe the main characteristics of the activity; 2- performedBy that is used to identify the CPS, which is responsible for performing the activity;
3- CPSAutonomyLevel that describes the level of autonomy the performing CPS has; 4- CPSAwarenessType that describes the type of awareness the
performing CPS has; 5- CPSControllabilityLevel that describes the level of controllability the performing CPS has.

The last three properties can be described depending on the following three «Enumerations» respectively: 1- «AutonomyLevel» that can be
FullAutonomy, PartialAutonomy, LimitedAutonomy or NoAutonomy; 2- «AwarenessType» that can be AwareBySelf or AwareByDependency; and 3-
«ControllabilityLevel» that can be Controllable, MightbeControllable or Uncontrollable. Note that the autonomy level of a CPS for performing a
specific activity in a specific SoA is determined based on its awareness type as well as controllability level in accordance with Figure 3.

On the other hand, several stereotypes have been specialized from the «Dependency»Metaclass to capture the relations among the previously
mentioned stereotypes. «acquire» stereotype captures dependencies starting from «CPS» and pointing towards «Information». The «describe»
stereotype captures dependencies starting from «Information» and pointing towards «SoA». The «performedIn» stereotype captures dependen-
cies starting from «Activity» and pointing towards «SoA». Finally, «infoProvision» stereotype captures dependencies starting from a «CPS>

and pointing towards another «CPS», and it has one property that indicates «Information» to be provided.
In what follows, we describe how the UML Profile can be applied to model a realistic scenario of the cooperative driver overtaking assistance

system that is represented in Figure 7. Following our methodology, we start by identifying all CPSs along with their activities. We identify a driver

2The profile has been developed depending on Eclipse-Papyrus (https://www.eclipse.org/papyrus/), and it is available at https://bit.ly/2QHzDQu

https://www.eclipse.org/papyrus/
https://bit.ly/2QHzDQu
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FIGURE 7 Applying the UML profile for modeling the autonomy level for CPSoS

and only one RMU (to simplify the scenario), which have been represented as CPSs. The driver aims to perform five different types of making a turn
at a crossing (represented as activities). We believe they cover almost all types of such activity that can be performed by a driver at a crossing ,
namely: 1- making a controllable turn at a crossing in clear visual conditions (full autonomy); 2- making a controllable turn at a crossing in unclear
visual conditions (partial autonomy); 3- making a might be controllable turn at a crossing in clear visual conditions (limited autonomy); 4- making
a might be controllable turn at a crossing in unclear visual conditions (limited autonomy); and 5- making an uncontrollable turn at a crossing (No
autonomy). These activities are represented in Figure 7 as Act_01-05, along with a short description about each of them.

After modeling the CPSs along with their activities, we need to identify and model all SoAs, where each of these activities is performed (Step 2).
To this end, we have modeled: SoA_01-05 (shown in Figure 7), where Act_01-05 are performedIn respectively.

These SoAs can be defined as follows. SoA_01 describes a partial part of the road, where the driver has sufficient visibility for maintaining safe
separation from other vehicles while making a turn at a crossing. SoA_02 describes a partial part of the road, where the driver may not has sufficient
visibility for maintaining safe separation from other vehicles while making a turn at a crossing. SoA_03 describes a partial part of the road, where
the driver has sufficient visibility, but he might not be able to maintain safe separation from other vehicles while making a turn at a crossing. SoA_04
describes a partial part of the road, where the driver may not has sufficient visibility and he might not be able to maintain a safe separation from
other vehicles while making a turn at a crossing. Last, SoA_05 describes a partial part of the road, where the driver is not capable of making a safe
turn at a crossing regardless of whether he is aware by self of dependency of the road situation. Note that SoA_05 can be defined dynamically
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by the cooperative driver overtaking assistance system by analyzing the location, speed and direction of the vehicles. Then, the system can infer
whether an overtake is controllable or uncontrollable by the driver.

The third step is awareness modeling, in which we define and model the awareness type of CPS concerning each of its activities. First, we model
the relations between SoAs and information describing them. We modeled five information items, namely Info_01-05 that describe SoA_01-05

respectively. Then, we need to model the relations between CPSs and information describing the SoAs in which they perform their activities. The
driver acquires Info_01 and Info_03. In this context, the driver is aware by self of both SoA_01 and SoA_03. While the RMU acquires Info_02,
Info_04 and Info_05. Finally, we model the information provision among CPSs for information they need but they are not able to acquire. We have
three information provision relationships from the RMU towards the driver concerning Info_02, Info_04 and Info_05. Therefore, the driver is aware
by dependency of SoA_02, SoA_04 and SoA_05.

In the fourth step, we define and model the controllability levels for each CPS concerning each activity they aim to perform. Based on the
description of the activities along with their related SoAs, we conclude that Act_01 and Act_02 are controllable by the driver, Act_03 and Act_04

are might be controllable by the driver, while Act_05 is uncontrollable by the driver. In the fifth and final step, we define and model the autonomy
levels for each CPS concerning each activity it aims to perform based on its type of awareness and its controllability level in accordance with Figure
3. To this end, the driver have FullAutonomy concerning activity Act_01 (e.g., driver is aware by self and activity is controllable); PartialAutonomy
concerning activity Act_02 (e.g., driver is aware by dependency and activity is controllable); LimitedAutonomy concerning activity Act_03 (e.g., driver
is aware by self and activity might be controllable); LimitedAutonomy concerning activity Act_04 (e.g., driver is aware by dependency and activity might
be controllable); and NoAutonomy concerning activity Act_05 (e.g., driver is aware by dependency and activity is uncontrollable).

4.3 Analysis Phase

The analysis aims at verifying created models, which allows to not relying exclusively on the modeling capabilities of the profile to perform the
required analysis. In particular, we have defined a set of properties of the design (shown in Table 1) expressed as OCL constraints, which specify
logical constraints that can be used to verify the correctness and consistency of the model. More specifically, the model is correct and consistent
if all of these properties hold. In case any of them has been violated, the software engineer/designer will be notified and he needs to modify the
model accordingly to address such violation. Therefore, the process might be iterative until all the properties of the design hold.

5 IMPLEMENTATION AND EVALUATION THROUGH SIMULATIONS

We applied the conceptual model, the profile and its application discussed above to implement a case study in a driving simulator. The case study
was crafted to closely represent the running example used in this paper and to match the application of the UML profile in Figure 7. We mostly

TABLE 1 Properties of the design

Pro1. Dependencies with the stereotype «performedIn» can only have a class with a stereotype «Activity» as a source of the
dependency and a class with a stereotype «SoA» as a destination.

Pro2. Dependencies with the stereotype «describe» can only have a class with a stereotype «Information» as a source of the
dependency and a class with a stereotype «SoA» as a destination.

Pro3. Dependencies with the stereotype «acquire» can only have a class with a stereotype «CPS» as a source of the dependency
and a class with a stereotype «Information» as a destination.

Pro4. Dependencies with the stereotype «infoProvision» can only have classes with a stereotype «CPS» as a source and a
destination of the dependency.

Pro5. The source and destination of dependencies with the stereotype «infoProvision» can not be the same «CPS» stereotype.
Pro5. Dependencies with the stereotype «infoProvision» should define the «Information» stereotype that is subject to the

provision.
Pro6. Each class with a stereotype «Activity» should have at least one dependency with a stereotype «performedIn» pointing

towards a class with a stereotype «SoA».
Pro7. Each class with a stereotype «Information» should have at least one dependency with a stereotype «describe» pointing

towards a class with a stereotype «SoA».
Pro8. The CPS autonomy level of each class with a stereotype «Activity» should be determined in accordance with the Figure 3.
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realize this through coding an extension to the control system of an autonomous vehicle, in such a way that the code implements the described
activities and relations. This allowed us to exercise the proposed approach and measure its benefits, especially in terms of reduced collisions.

5.1 Realization of the running example

We select the Open Urban Driving Simulator Carla 44 (Car Learning to Act) to reproduce the example of Section 2. Carla has been implemented as
an open-source layer over the Unreal Engine 4 (UE4, 48) to support training, prototyping, and validation of autonomous driving models, including
both perception and control. Carla includes urban layouts, several vehicle models, buildings, pedestrians, street signs, etc. The simulation platform
supports flexible setup of sensor suites, and in particular we will exploit the RGB camera. Further, it provides to the user information on the various
vehicles as position, orientation, speed, acceleration, as well as detailed data on collisions. Weather and time of day can also be specified 44.

Representing our running example in Carla requires to simulate towns with pedestrians and vehicles, undivided lanes, and bad weather
conditions. As discussed in Section 2 these are the conditions that mostly lead to risky events.

Additionally, the implementation of RMUs is required; these can be simulated exploiting the carla.World API, which provides information on all
elements at each simulation step. By filtering such information, it is possible to simulate RMUs that are dispatching information on nearby vehicles
to a target car. We use Carla 0.9.6 and the towns Town01, Town02 which are two basic town layouts with all three-way junctions 44, 45.

The car includes all the logic that implements the autonomy model. This logic allows elaborating the information received from the RMUs and
enforce control on the vehicle, when needed. The logic of the autonomy model can be deactivated simply turning off information acquisition from
the RMUs. Such information processing, elaboration and control enforcement are realized as a control function of the car that is executed at each
simulation step as detailed in Section 5.2.

Finally, we represent our driver using a learned agent for autonomous driving. In other words, our driver is actually the AI (Artificial Intelligence)
component that is able to autonomously drive a car in Carla. Amongst the various autonomous driving agents that exist for Carla, we reuse the
one from 45 because i) the code is compliant with the Carla 0.9.6 release (released on July 2019), ii) it presents very good performances, and iii) it
includes suites for benchmarking, data retrieval and analysis.

The driving system in 45 has excellent results, with a very small number of collisions whose responsibility is actually attributable to erroneous
decision of the learned agent: in other words, the learned agent provided in 45 could be identified as an excellent driver. To prove the efficacy of
our approach, we need instead a distracted driver that makes mistakes. For this reason, we create a new learned agent from 45, such that erroneous
decisions are frequent. Our learned agent is obtained applying the training in 45 only for the privileged agent training and with values for training
that are significantly lower than those recommended in 45. It should be remarked that, to the extent of this paper, we are not interested in the
principles of AI and the insights of the AI solution selected, while we are just interested in finding an autonomous driving model for Carla that we
can exploit to represent a distracted driver.

5.2 Implementation of the autonomy model

The logic for the autonomy model is realized exploiting the information on orientation and distance of cars with respect to one target car. Such
realization has been devised after various attempts and preliminary runs to understand the behaviour of the simulator and the proper tuning of
model parameters. The logic that implements the autonomy model is structured in three phases, which guarantees that a CPS can safely perform
its own activities without endangering any other CPS that is operating in the same environment. These phases are executed iteratively at each
simulation step as follows:

1. information acquisition from RMUs and processing to capture the awareness type;

2. definition of the new autonomy state to capture controllability; based on the awareness type, the autonomy level is determined;

3. enforcement of control over the driver; considering the determined autonomy level of the driver, RMUs might interfere and control the vehicle.

We explore these three phases in details. In the first phase, the target car acquires information from the RMUs, selects the cars in front (i.e., the
cars the bad driver could collide with), and computes the relative distance and orientation with respect to such cars.

In the second phase, the current state from the autonomy model is decided, based on rules on distance and orientation of cars in front and the
capability of the driver to safely perform the activity. These rules and the consequent state changes are summarized in Figure 8, while Figure 9
presents a graphical and intuitive explanation of the rationale for such above-mentioned rules. In more details:

• The car starts in full autonomy and stays in this state as long as there are no risks of collision. The state full autonomy is entered again if
the risk of collision is irrelevant. In this state, the driver has full visibility of the situation with no risks nearby: he is aware by self and the
activity is controllable.
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• The state partial autonomy is entered if there are cars nearby, but the risk of a collision is minimal. One of the following conditions must hold
(and obviously, the conditions for the limited autonomy and no autonomy states described below are not satisfied): i) at least one car going
in the same direction is at a distance between 14 and 18 meters, or ii) at least one car going in opposing direction is at a distance between
10 and 12 meters and the relative angle is smaller than 60◦. In this state, the driver does not have an entire, clear visibility of the road, but
he is aware by dependency of any nearby car thanks to the RMUs, and there is enough room for reaction (his activity is controllable).

• The state limited autonomy is entered if there are cars nearby, and there is the significant risk of a collision. One of the following conditions
must hold (and obviously, the conditions for the no autonomy state described below are not satisfied) : i) a car going in the same direction is
at a distance smaller than 14meters, with relative angle smaller than 35◦, or ii) a car going in the opposite direction is at less than 10meters
and the relative angle is smaller than 60◦. In this state, there are cars nearby and limited overall visibility of the situation, but there is still
sufficient reaction time: the activity might be controllable.

• The state no autonomy is entered if there is an approaching collision. The following conditions must hold to enter this state: i) at least one
of the cars going in the same direction of the target car is at a distance smaller than 8 meters, with relative angle smaller than 35◦, or ii) at
least one of the cars going in the opposite direction is at a distance smaller than 4 meters and the relative angle is smaller than 45◦. In this
situation, the activity is uncontrollable by the driver; in practice, it is necessary to take immediate actions to avoid collisions and this cannot
be relied upon the driver any longer.

In the third phase, control actions are enforced over the driver, depending on the current state, as follows:

• Current state: FULL AUTONOMY. In this state, driver has full control over the car. The driver drives without restrictions, i.e., no enforced
control actions from other CPSs.

• Current state: PARTIAL AUTONOMY. In this state, activities are controllable by the driver but he is aware by dependency. Therefore, the
freedom of actions of the driver is partially reduced, to make sure that no dangerous situations arise. In our implementation, we assure that
throttle is less than a given threshold. This is applied by the following simple code:

i f con t ro l . t h r o t t l e >0 .8 :
con t ro l . t h r o t t l e =0.8

• Current state: LIMITED AUTONOMY. In this state, the actions might be controllable by the driver (and he is aware by self or dependency).
As a result, we further reduce the freedom of actions of the driver, to make sure that no dangerous situations arise. In our implementation,
we further reduce throttle. This is applied by the following simple code:

FIGURE 8 Conditions for state change that are implemented in the autonomy model for a target car. By X1 we represent distance of our target
car with respect to a car going in the same direction. Instead X2 is the relative angle from such car. By Y1 we represent distance of our target car
with respect to a car going in the opposite direction, while Y2 is the angle from such car.
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FIGURE 9 Graphical explanation of the values in Figure 8 and adopted in our implementation of the model.

i f con t ro l . t h r o t t l e >0 .7 :
con t ro l . t h r o t t l e =0.7

• Current state: NO AUTONOMY. In this state, we forcefully restrict any action from the driver, activating brakes. This is applied by the
following simple code:

con t ro l . t h r o t t l e =0.0
cont ro l . brake =1.0

Note that this kind of reduction should be analyzed at the light of the characteristics of the simulator and the driving model (which has non-
constant acceleration), where for example a car with max throttle bounded to 0.7 has the effect of proceeding at a low speed.

We observe that this approach does not protect against pedestrians and objects (e.g., poles, walls), as the RMUs are not informing the car about
them. However, they are still included in the simulations because they are essential elements of a city and consequently of the target CPSoS.

Finally, from a practical viewpoint, to implement this model we operatedwith the Carla APIs 50, and the files carla_utils.py and run_benchmark.py.
The augmented control from the state Partial, Limited and No Autonomy is implemented directly in the file run_benchmark.py. The steps are the
following. The output of the observation at a simulation step is achieved (i.e., the images from the camera, as well as the presence of other cars in
front: this is done at a rate of 10 Frame per Seconds), and then the control is decided by the autonomous driving of 45 according to our privileged
agent model model64.th 49 (this represent our bad driver). Then, the current autonomy level is computed, and the control is overwritten according
to the rules above. Finally, the control is applied on the vehicle.

5.3 Description of the Experiments

Weexercise the learned agent, when the autonomymodel is activated andwhen it is deactivated. The test plan is based on the corl2017 benchmark
from 44. In this benchmark, a selected car has to reach a destination positionB from a starting positionA in a given time. Re-using the nomenclature
from 44, the starting and destination positions are selected such that two test objectives are set:

• Straight road: Destination position B is located straight ahead of the starting point A.

• Turn road: Destination position B is one turn away from the starting position A.

In our test plan, reported in Table 2, each of the two test objective is exercised on the two towns Town01 and Town02 with two different weather
conditions (hard rain at noon, and hard rain at sunset) and varying number of vehicles and pedestrians. Various test suites are defined, each one
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consisting of 50 runs. Different runs have different starting and destination positions. We observe that the first eight test suites simulate towns
without cars: we expect in this case that the results with and without the autonomy model are very similar. Instead, the other test suites include
cars, and we expect a reduced number of collisions when the autonomy model is running.

TABLE 2 List of planned experiments.

Test Suite Objective Town vehicles pedestrians executed runs

ST01-00 Straight road Town01

0 0

50
TT01-00 Turn road Town01 50
ST02-00 Straight road Town02 50
TT02-00 Turn road Town02 50

ST01-01 Straightroad Town01

0 80

50
TT01-01 Turn road Town01 50
ST02-01 Straightroad Town02 50
TT02-01 Turn road Town02 50

ST01-02 Straight road Town01

80 0

50
TT01-02 Turn road Town01 50
ST02-02 Straight road Town02 50
TT02-02 Turn road Town02 50

ST01-03 Straight road Town01

30 0

50
TT01-03 Turn road Town01 50
ST02-03 Straight road Town02 50
TT02-03 Turn road Town02 50

ST01-04 Straight road Town01

50 0

50
TT01-04 Turn road Town01 50
ST02-04 Straightroad Town02 50
TT02-04 Turn road Town02 50

ST01-05 Straight road Town01

50 50

50
TT01-05 Turn road Town01 50
ST02-05 Straight road Town02 50
TT02-05 Turn road Town02 50

A run is concluded if either i) the destination position B is reached, or ii) the car collides (against other vehicles, pedestrians, or surroundings
as for example walls, street lightning poles, signposts), or iii) a timeout expires. The run is considered successful only if the destination position is
reached.

With respect to the corl2017 benchmark, we introduce the following modifications: i) the timeout is increased, and ii) the run is interrupted if our
target car has a collision. This is aligned to the objective of our paper, which privilege travelling without collisions rather than minimizing travel time.

5.4 Results

We present here results of the execution of the test suites in Table 2. Summarizing results, detailed log files, and videos of each individual run are
available at 49.

We start our discussion from Table 3, that describes the results of the test suites that do not include cars and consequently set the baseline
for our analysis. In these runs, the performances achieved with and without the autonomy model are very similar, as it is evident from Table 4
(consider the rows without vehicle). These differences are only due to the unavoidable randomness that is in the simulation environment itself, as
for example small differences in the timing behaviour of the simulator in different runs, and that in some cases can lead to different outcomes.

We use Table 4 also to start discussing on the test suites that include cars i.e., where the presence of the autonomy model should create
differences. The first observation is that, on average, the autonomymodel allows reducing the remaining distance to the destination pointB, but at
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TABLE 3 Results with the autonomy model in place for the test suites that do not include vehicles (50 runs per test suite) .

Test Suite Success Rate Successful runs Sum of remaining distance Simulated time Number of Timeouts
% to destination points (m) (seconds) collided runs

ST01-00 52 26 4180 14823 24 0
TT01-00 20 10 8628 112534 20 20
ST02-00 44 22 1533 10885 28 0
TT02-00 44 22 4434 56990 17 11
ST01-01 48 24 4223 13940 26 0
TT01-01 22 11 8849 87831 24 15
ST02-01 42 21 1625 10094 28 1
TT02-01 40 20 4335 31188 29 1

TABLE 4 Differences with and without the autonomy model, for test suites that do not include cars (listed in Table 3).

Average values for the individual run: without autonomy with autonomy

average remaining distance to destination point (meters)
without cars 94,5 m 95,2 m
with cars 100,0 m 89,7 m

average duration (seconds)
without cars 846 s 853 s
with cars 534 s 1202 s

the price of a significant increase in the duration of the run. This is in general intuitive, as the application of the autonomy model causes a reduction
in speed to favor safety over performance. Duration is increased by the autonomy model also because there are deadlock conditions, where cars
are unable to progress until the timeout of the run is reached. This happens for example if the target car enters the opposing lane, and stops in
front of an approaching car. The simulated cars do not have the logic to solve this situation, and remain still until timeout expires. This situation is
explained in Figure 10 and Figure 11, using frames extracted from the recorded videos, for a corresponding run of test suite ST02-05 executed
with and without autonomy.

FIGURE10Without the autonomymodel, the run terminateswith
a collision.

FIGURE11With the autonomymodel in place, there is no collision
but the cars will keep facing each other until timeout.

We now detail results for the suites that include cars. Complete results for the remaining test suites are reported in Table 5. It can be observed
that, using the autonomy model, the number of collisions is reduced by 31, 7% . This is also highlighted in Figure 12. The remaining collisions are
essentially collisions against walls, pedestrians, or when the vehicle is still but is bumped by other cars e.g., because it stops in the middle of a
crossing. Instead, as previously discussed, the number of timeouts is significantly increased. This is the main reason for the consequent increase
of the simulation time. Also, the autonomy model slightly increases the number of successful runs; as a consequence, this results in a reduction of
the remaining distance to the destination points.

To give a clear understanding of the behaviour of the simulations with and without the autonomy model, we show examples with the support
of frames extracted from the recorded videos. Figure 13 is a collision scenario without the autonomy model, while Figure 14 is a similar scenario
but with the autonomy model. Without the autonomy model, the distracted driver bumps the car in front. From left to right, the figures show that
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TABLE 5 Results for test suites that include cars.

without the autonomy model (50 runs per suite)

Suite Name Successful runs
Remaining Distance to
Destination point (meters)

Simulated Time (seconds) Collided runs timeouts

ST01-02 26 3831 15061 24 0
TT01-02 10 9428 40905 38 2
ST02-02 22 1698 9481 28 0
TT02-02 12 5268 22381 37 1
ST01-03 27 4245 21400 22 1
TT01-03 11 9269 80941 27 12
ST02-03 22 1608 9601 28 0
TT02-03 20 4906 29638 27 3
ST01-04 25 4445 12422 25 0
TT01-04 11 8830 57419 36 3
ST02-04 22 1657 10455 28 0
TT02-04 18 4798 30068 31 1
ST01-05 24 4171 15704 26 0
TT01-05 11 9370 41232 38 1
ST02-05 20 1634 10101 30 0
TT02-05 16 4859 20308 34 0

TOTAL 297 80 Km 118,7 Hours 479 24
with the autonomy model (50 runs per suite)

ST01-02 24 4385 41821 21 5
TT01-02 10 8898 128189 21 19
ST02-02 22 1528 36474 19 9
TT02-02 20 4665 93574 13 17
ST01-03 25 4444 28201 21 4
TT01-03 11 8967 119274 18 21
ST02-03 22 1520 22390 24 4
TT02-03 18 4757 65978 21 11
ST01-04 27 4114 23067 22 1
TT01-04 12 8658 116423 20 18
ST02-04 22 1533 39006 18 10
TT02-04 20 4440 74528 16 14
ST01-05 24 4520 23540 25 1
TT01-05 12 8389 94014 29 9
ST02-05 23 1480 45046 14 13
TT02-05 16 5030 58224 25 9

TOTAL 308 77 Km 280 Hours 327 165

the distracted driver is not reducing throttle and is not braking, until it ultimately collides with the car in front. Command FOLLOW in the figures
stands for Follow the lane and it is an input to the trained agent to implement the objective of the run on reproducible routes.

The four images of Figure 14 show the state transition amongst the different autonomy level, following the state machine of Figure 4. Throttle
is progressively reduced, independently on the decisions of the driver, and the car stops in time.
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FIGURE 12 Total collided runs per test suite with and without the autonomy model.

FIGURE 13 Sample bump scenario when the autonomy model is not enabled.

FIGURE 14 Using the autonomy model, the car stops in time.
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6 RELATED WORK

The autonomy literature is vast and covers a wide range of aspects, from autonomy in the biological systems to robotics. Here we restrict ourselves
to the aspects that are relevant to our work, specifically about robotic systems and adjustable autonomy in complex systems. Several authors are
dealing with autonomy in their works. For instance, some authors refer to the autonomy as the ability to operate without human intervention 27,28.
Other authors put emphasis on the ability of a system to change its behavior in response to unanticipated events during the operation 29,30. The
concept of adaptive autonomy is not new and has been introduced by various authors (e.g., 31,32,33). For example, Danks et al. 31 consider autonomy
as the ability to identify contexts in a changing environment and then select and execute appropriate functions in ways that conform to relevant
and potentially context-specific norms, constraints, or desiderata.

On the other hand, Castelfranchi 21 considers the autonomy concept as the relation between autonomy from physical context, like environment,
and autonomy from social context, i.e. from other agents. In our work, we have particular interest when the autonomy of CPSs can be adapted
according to certain changes in their operational environment as well as their dependencies on one another. In 33, autonomy has been defined in
terms of dependence theory, and several dimensions of autonomy have been discussed. Moreover, Falcone and Castelfranchi 34 propose to analyze
the adjustable autonomy both by considering the level of delegation allowed to the subsystem and the possibility of this subsystem to adjust itself
its own autonomy by expanding or restricting the received delegation level. Thus, one could distinguish between (i) performance or executive
autonomy, where the agent is not allowed to decide anything but the execution of the entire delegated plan; (ii) planning autonomy, where the
agent is allowed to plan by itself, to choose its own plan to obtain the goal delegated; (iii) goal autonomy (the agent is allowed to have/find goals).

Schumann et al. 32 present the first steps towards a dynamic regulation of autonomous decision taking in order to design adaptive decision
support systems that try to solve the conflict between local autonomy and global system performance. Ning Tan et al. 35 propose a framework
for robot-inclusive environments. The framework is based on the robot-inclusiveness concept, a taxonomy for robot-environment interaction,
and design criteria to develop robot-inclusive environments to support autonomous robots. Therefore, the autonomy level is related to robot-
inclusiveness level of the environment.

Collaborative autonomy between high-level behaviors and human operators have been proposed in 36. In this work, a framework called FlexBE
is used to provide autonomy of robots collaborating with human operators. More specifically, autonomy is realized as high-level control approach,
where a human operator is responsible to adjust the autonomy level of the robots. In addition, Michal A. Goodrich et al. 37 propose a system that
is designed to allow a robot to be situated in the environment and to initiate its own responses based on its perceptions. The authors propose five
levels of autonomy: fully autonomous, goal-based autonomy, waypoints and heuristics, intelligent teleoperation, and dormant.

Salado 38 address the implications of intended abandonment, when a CS can intentionally leave the SoS. He argues this is a natural consequence
of the inherent belonging and autonomy characteristics of CSs. Therefore, it is necessary to define and measure the operational effectiveness of
the SoS to deal with the risk of abandonment. Finally, Brooks 39 describes a layered control system for an intelligent autonomous mobile robot. In
his work, Brooks defines levels of competence for autonomous robots. For example, level 1 competence is to avoid contact with objects. Once
achieving level 1 competence it is possible to add level 2 competence on top of level 1, where the process goes on until the desired level of
competence is achieved, which is called subsumption architecture.

Liu et al. 40 present a review on variable autonomy of unmanned systems. They present a classification of variable autonomy systems based on
adjustable autonomy, adaptive autonomy, and mixed-initiative decision, when the decision-making is made by users, computer, and both user and
computer, respectively. They identify four main open problems in the field: system structure, perception model, user modeling, decision-making
method for autonomy level. Zhao et al. 41 proposed an adjustable autonomymethod for human-UAVs collaboration based on Fuzzy CognitiveMaps
(FCM) to adjust the four levels of autonomy. The adjustable autonomy is realized by the ALFUS framework to quantify the autonomy based on
three contextual metrics: mission complexity, environment complexity, and human interaction.

Horcas et al. 42 introduce a reconfigurable vehicle controller agent for autonomous vehicles based on context information, that in this work
is weather conditions. They use the two parameters time headway and acceleration to predict the behavior of the autonomous vehicles under
normal conditions, light rain, and heavy rain situations. Hoffmann et al. 43 argue that a combination of traditional control theory with learning
strategies, what they call computational embodiment and computational self-awareness, is needed to dynamically adapt goals and actions. This
can be achieved by automated abstracted observations at run-time and dynamic learning, for context-dependent adaptation.

Similarly with the works described above, we consider the dynamic regulation for the autonomy in CPSoS. Nevertheless, differently from the
existing solutions, we propose to define the level of autonomy for eachCPS not only based on either its type of awareness concerning its operational
environment or the level of controllability for the activity to be performed. In fact, we propose to define the autonomy level for CPS as a combination
of both of these attributes. Additionally, we have provided a model-based approach that can be used for modeling and analyzing the autonomy
levels for CPSs.
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7 CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK

In a Cyber-Physical System-of-Systems, the autonomy of individual Cyber-Physical Systems may result in a lack of coordination, while perusing
their own goal and the overall goals of the System-of-Systems. In this paper, we advocate that in order to facilitate the integration of Cyber-Physical
Systems within the overall context of their CPSoS, we may need to adjust their level of autonomy in a way that enables them to coordinate their
activities to avoid any conflict among one another.

To such extent, we formulate in this paper a conceptual model where the autonomy level is derived from the ability of the user to control its
action, and from its awareness on the environment. Moreover, we propose a model-based approach, supported by a UML profile, for modeling
and analyzing the autonomy level of Cyber-Physical Systems based on their type of awareness of their operational environment as well as their
controllability concerning the activities they aim to perform. In addition, we illustrated the application of the proposed approach with simulations
concerning driving in a town with other cars and pedestrians. Programming the simulator, we are able to represent a car whose control system
implements the relations and criteria as established in the UML profile to decide and adjust its autonomy level, depending on its awareness of
the environment as well as its level of controllability of its activities. Simulations show that the number of collisions is reduced when autonomy
concepts as presented in this paper are in place.

The guiding example used in this paper is from the automotive domain, but it was chosen carefully to include themain aspects of a Cyber-Physical
System-of-Systems with respect to the autonomy level of Cyber-Physical Systems based on awareness and controllability. In fact, the model and
the corresponding profile are formulated and build in general terms, and are not specific to the automotive domain. Therefore, the approach can
be applied to other Cyber-Physical Systems (e.g., rail transport systems, smart grid, Industry 4.0, etc.) as well, in all cases where the autonomy level
of some of their Cyber-Physical Systems might need to be adjusted to guarantee their safe performance while pursuing their activities.

For the future work, we are planning to extend the conceptual model by integrating the notion of governance within the CPSoS design, which
will allow us to define rules that can be used for clearly specifying who can adjust the autonomy of a CPS as well as how and when it can be
adjusted. In particular, we plan to incorporate the concepts of governance and control into the proposed model, where the first can be used as
a basis for specifying the later. Moreover, we intend to further investigate other aspects that might influence the autonomy levels of CPSs, and
extend our approach accordingly to cover the new extensions in the conceptual model. We also aim to better validate our approach by applying it
to several case studies from various domains (e.g., Industry 4.0).
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